FIFTY SHADES OF VINCENT

Christian Grey has nothing on Vincent Van Duysen—as his latest project, an art-filled
urban loft in Antwerp, proves
WRITER PALLAVI PUNDIR . PHOTOGRAPHER MARK SEELEN

Architect Vincent Van Duysen
designed this apartment in Antwerp
for a friend. The artwork is by
American artist Wade Guyton. Facing
page: Duysen stands in the living room,
by a large Guyton artwork and a Pierre
Jeanneret-designed lounge chair.
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In the dining area, two artworks sit
on either side of the custom-made
Vincenzo De Cotiis table—one by
John Chamberlain (right) and the
other by Gavin Turk. The ‘Arrow’
pendant lamp is from Apparatus.
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Van Duysen paired the dining table with
Pierre Jeanneret-designed ‘Chandigarh’
chairs. Facing page, top: The palette for the
furniture in the living room complements
the walls and ceiling; Van Duysen created
the ceiling with strips of concrete. Facing
page, bottom: A Piero Lissoni ‘Neowall’ sofa
accompanies the lounge chairs. In the left
corner, above the sofa, is a wall light from the
Assemblage 3 collection by Faye Toogood.
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Above left: Van Duysen
added a fireplace in a
recess—seen behind the
‘Chandigarh’ chairs—and
concealed the TV behind a
recessed sliding panel in the
wall above. Above right: The
architect built a sideboardlike feature into the dining
room wall. Right: Van
Duysen’s chosen palette is
maintained in each element—
down to the handmade
rug by Catherine Huyghe.
Below: The bed was custommade by Van Duysen; on
either side are reading
lamps from Viabizzuno.
Left: The concrete of the
public areas gives way to
the timber planks used for
the ceiling and walls of the
private areas—including the
bedroom and office. Facing
page: The kitchen maintains
the palette of the house;
the ceramics on the shelves
are by German ceramicist
Gundula Sommerer.

“The private rooms
have a more intimate
experience through the
use of reclaimed timber
planks for the ceiling
and walls.”
~ Vincent Van Duysen
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ver wonder what would happen if you stepped
inside your favourite artwork? How would you negotiate
every line, every splash of colour, every spatial
arrangement, even that slight perspectival illusion? Will its
self-containment overwhelm you, or its boundlessness entice
you? Perhaps position your queries to Belgian architect Vincent
Van Duysen. In Antwerp, he has scaled up, literally, the abstract
and sculptural approach of Belgian cubist Georges
Vantongerloo, a founding member of Dutch artistic group De
Stijl, the neoplasticism movement that advocated pure
abstraction and universality by reducing the essentials of form
and colour. When you translate that into the modern penchant
for a dwelling that retains the rawness of construction, yet
encompasses a complete finish, you get an urban loft. Double
the impact with a breathtaking, panoramic view of the Scheldt
river, and you get the ‘C Penthouse’.

penthouse that of one open space, divided by functional blocks,”
he says. “This intensifies the spaciousness and contributes to the
separation between the public zone in the front and the private
in the back,” says Van Duysen, adding, “The private rooms have
a more intimate experience through the use of reclaimed timber
planks for the ceiling and walls.”
From the beginning of the design process, the width and
rhythm of the timber planks and the concrete strips on the
ceilings were imperative for the entire project. “This means that
all dimensions—of the walls, cupboards, and so on—were
designed as multiples of the width of the timber planks used for
the creation of the ceiling,” he says. The cubist approach, in the
meantime, shows through the semi-fixed elements in the
penthouse: the kitchen island, central coffee table in the living
room, or the wooden blocks behind the bends with the slide-in
television screen, to count a few instances.

FUNCTION AS DESIGN
“When designing a private residence, I always seek a spacious
and serene atmosphere. Inspired by the view of the Scheldt river
and the bluestone along the grey quayside, the project is
arranged around the axis of its views and volumes, allowing each
zone to take advantage of this spectacular location,” says Van
Duysen. Known for his refined palette and minimalist approach,
as well as for being the creative director for Molteni&C and
Dada, the architect has textured his sensibilities with
Vantongerloo’s severe, singularly solid expressions. The owner,
who happens to be Van Duysen’s close friend, additionally
wanted the space to resonate their love for abstract expressionist
art. “This translated into the sculptural architectonic approach,
within which the concept for the penthouse was shaped,” says
Van Duysen. The material selection, he continues, is a
“manifestation of the grey tones of the Scheldt and its quayside,
as well as a reference to the Arte Povera movement, where
driftwood, metal, earth and concrete were used”.
The sterile design brings forth a performance of intense
visuals—extreme minimalism dominated by beautiful matt
tones, sprinkled with burnt cement and dark wood. “The walls
and floor are finished with the same material and rendered with
rigorous detail [to create] a sober, textural appearance,” says Van
Duysen. All the “functional blocks”—the kitchen storage,
fireplace, bathrooms, dressing room, toilets and so on—have
been designed as closed volumes. “Most spaces are separated
only by sliding doors, which makes the experience of the

CHASING THE IDEAL
In the middle of this theatre of spectacle, strongly informed by
Vantongerloo’s geometrical and mathematical practice, is
the art and design on display. “This project is, for me, a
Gesamtkunstwerk of multiple artists who I admire,” he says.
Gesamtkunstwerk translates to ‘a total or an ideal work of art’, one
that is all-embracing and comprehensive. The dining table, he
points out, is a specially altered piece by Vincenzo De Cotiis that
creates a pronounced presence with a set of Pierre Jeanneret
chairs. The natural stone bathtub was carved from a single piece
of Italian stone (Pietra Piacentina) by a Belgian craftsman.
Works by international artists—such as Gavin Turk, Carl Andre,
Gerhard Richter, Jef Verheyen and Wade Guyton—are dotted
around the house. Responding to the minimalist ethos are
fixtures like the Apparatus ‘Arrow’ pendant, which hangs above
the dining table. The architect has his own design, a custommade office table, at the penthouse too.
There is an ease in the layout—a stillness that resonates with
a timeless appeal. Van Duysen, who is currently working on a
few private residences in the US, Portugal, France, Belgium and
Italy, is also in the middle of planning a sequel to his 2010
monograph Complete Works; it is slated to come out in autumn
2018. He has offices in London and Milan coming up, and his
collaboration with Molteni&C continues, as does his work on
new product and furniture designs for several brands in Europe
and the US. It’s in moments such as the C Penthouse that we
observe some calm in the middle of his creative storm.

The bathtub was carved from a single
block of Pietra Piacentina stone; the
fittings—including the towel warmer
on the left—are from Vola.

STYLE GUIDE

Vincent Van Duysen’s cool brand of Belgian minimalism is available in India too
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The living room offers expansive
views of the Scheldt river—which
inspired the layout and palette.

‘VVD O3073MUS’
LIMESTONE AND OAK
JAR BY VINCENT VAN
DUYSEN, `76,000,
WHEN OBJECTS WORK

‘CLINTON’
CHAIR, `1,52,066,
WISMA ATRIA

‘ROYALE PLAY WALL2FLOOR’
SURFACE FINISH BY ROYALE
PLAY, FROM `300 PER
SQUARE FOOT, ASIAN PAINTS

SIDE TABLE, `26,500,
COUNTRY VILLA
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‘KERMAN’
CUSHION, `2,000,
SHADES OF INDIA

‘CHANDIGARH’
CHAIR BY PIERRE
JEANNERET, PRICE
ON REQUEST,
TAHERALLY’S

‘CORK’ STOOL,
`15,500, IDUS
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Above the custom-made kitchen
island are three pendant lights
from Apparatus; the ‘Spade’
stools are by Faye Toogood.

CARRARA WHITE
MARBLE, `880 PER
SQUARE FOOT,
A-CLASS MARBLE

‘FÅRÖ’ RUG
(4x6 FEET) `8,000,
MYDESIHOUSE.COM

‘CASTING’ LAMP BY VINCENT
VAN DUYSEN FOR FLOS,
PRICE ON REQUEST, FIREFLY
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